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Quote of the Week 

Just Carol with “Is someone talking to me?”  Yes, 
Carol.  Look down.  Its Turbo. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bunny Bunny Foo Foos Sighted Hopping Through the Forest 
“Has anyone seen my chocolate bunny,” lamented PIO last Sunday.  “I left 
it right here.  It was the one with no ears.”  PIO was later seen happily 
munching on Chicks and Peeps. 

The hare was Pay Per View.  Hard Drive was there in spirit.  It started in 
a park near the metro rail.  Notice I didn’t say near a metro?  Keep that in 
mind people.  In the Easter spirit, we hopped around aimlessly wearing 
pink bunny ears.  “We didn’t want to draw attention to ourselves”, said 
Gimme a Dick.  “We opted for the ears instead of the bonnets.”  Good 
thinking! 

We started off in one direction then went another.  Ran in a circle and 
ended where we started.  We blew a few whistles and yelled a few, 
“ONON’s”.  Lucky whistles.  No one said anything stupid and there was no 
sex on trail.  In a post Easter Brunch coma I forgot I was the scribe at 
least three times.  So maybe I just didn’t notice. 

 
Fuck-Buddy Becomes Fuck-Fiancé 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

In spite of the explicitly casual nature of their relationship, fuck-buddies Just 
Carol and Bright Lights Big Titties are engaged, a friend WOWO reported 
Tuesday. "JC and BLBT have been fooling around for years, but BLBT said they 
were just friends," WOWO said. "I was shocked when JC showed up wearing a 
ring." Later that day, the couple reportedly opened a fuck-joint-checking account. 

 

 

 

Thank for the ears, PIO! 

 



Just Allen Named Beer Bitch 
With much fortitude and 
dedication, Just Allen has 
been showing up enough to 
actually be noticed.  Actually 
we noticed him earlier as the 
big goofy guy (see archival 
photo).  He is a quiet guy 
from Wyoming.  He has a 
dog named, Babe.  And he 
likes to swing an axe.  
Ladies we need to get to know him, so we can hold 
it against him at his naming. 

 

 

Violations 
Just Ashley got wet, but in all the wrong places. 

Somebody got violated for failing to get her wet in the right places. 

Just Ashley 
 

 

Well she wouldn’t go away so we finally had to name her.  
Armed with stories from her sister, Just Ryan, and carefully 
crafted questions for the RA, Gimme A Dick, the hash 
combined brainpower to name Just Ashley.  Originally from 
California, Just Ashley’s favorite barnyard animal is the goat 
and she really likes her vibrator, which she plugs in.  She likes 
her meat medium rare and she really likes sausage.  With that 
information and much more, the hash voted for Silly Rabbit, 
Pricks are for Tits. 

 

 

Nuts (and Berries) 
Virgins:  Just Ryan who was the sister of Just Ashley. 

Visitors:  None 

Analversaries:  Continental Drip got a mug.  That’s 25 runs right? 

Long Time No Seers:  Continental Drip, Just Tits, Nice Tits and Jimi 
Hendrix 

 

 


